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Smoke Talk
{'

C?¥MENT AND CORRESPO~n)ENCE

Footnote to HRe'JWoach for cthe Critics'"
his start from an expose of book-reviewing
which was publisl{ed in The'Nation, in 1935, Mr. Alfred
Carter heaps further reproaches upon the critics. (NEW
MEXICO QUARTERLY, August, 1936). Many:"of Mr. Carter's
charges are justified, ~and no one would quarrel with him
over his declaration of independence from the flamboyan~e
that passes as criticism in many of the newspaper~ and thewattached literary sheets.
And yet one can wonder if Mr. Carter hasn't something
of an illusion about the sacrosanct nature of pure .criticism.
He does not say what criticism should be, or establish a
criterion for a bewildered reader of reviews to follow. But
he does imply that if reviewing were relieved of two pressures, that of hurry and that of the .need for selling books, it
would automatically revert to seme previous hypothetical
CC
state of p u r i t y . '
It is easy to over-estimate the value and importance of
criticism, especially when criticism is considered as a guide
to literary endeavor, or as a judge of the worth of literary
achievement. Criticism is, after all, only another literary
genre, interesting in itself; as guide or judge it has been
wayward, erratic, and, in the long. run, without influence.
Sir Philip Sidpey's Essay on Poetry is in itself a delight,
but it was a poor guide; it neither quelled the Puritan
prejudices against the stage, nor offered any, usable suggestion to an Elizabethan playwright-€xcept possibly Ben
Jo~son, and Jonson would have been a classicist anyway,
Sidney or no Sidney. As we look back, it appears that the
Elizabethan playwrights, deliberately shunned the sound,
dignified, mature' criticism of Sidney. CDr. Samuel Johnson
went sadly astray in his estimate of the relative worth of
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. Richardson and Fielding, and assigned the poet Gray to a
lower position than subsequent taste gives him~ That not
so "na~eless blot on a remembered name" was wrong about
Keats, and yet he was a scholar and.a gentleman and his
criticism appeared in a journal that was surely free of the
pernicious influences of hurry and of publishers' advertising
men.. Before Mr. Carter deplores the wishy-washy, on-theone-hand-but-on-the-other type of criticism appearing in
today's journals, let him remember that Croker and Loc~
hart damned Keats heartily, ferociously, wholly. Can the
modern reviewer be blamed for hedging against being as
wholly wrong as the Edinburgh and Blackwood's reviewers
"
were,?
Mr. Carter is right in deploring the social bias of many
reviewers for the New Masses and such journals, one of
whom sought to dismiss Robert Frost's A Further Range,
by saying that Mr. Frost was a reactionary-- and a fascist
- - . That isn't criticism, of course, but neither was it criticism when a certain scholar's class bias showed itself arid
Keats was dismissed as an apothecary's apprentice who
shoqld go at once back to his pill-rolling. The impeccable'
Matthew Arnold con.demned Anna Karenina on· the score
that' no' self-respecting Englishwoman would act as Anna
did. Swinburne, with plenty of time to judge, assigned
Byron to limbo because Byron's workmanship was careless,
not seeing that Byron's· passion was, ultimately, to give
Byron as high a place as Swinburne's meticulous metrics
have ever achieved. Literary history is full of criticism's
misjudgments and false pointings, and if criticism as a literary type were to be judged solely by the accuracy of its
foreeasts or its post facto judgments; the greater part of
even,the purest of it would have its name writ in water. .If
the great critics of the past went into blind alleys, and were
bewil~~ and confused by private prepossession and shortsight.edness and wrong-headedness, wlfat can we expect of a
hara$sed reviewer today? Sainte-Beuve complainea that
his master, Villemain, seemed unwilling to knuckle down and
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pass judgment on Voltaire's Henriade, wrappipg his inde'cision in "opulent sinuosities." Oughtn't that make us a
. little more tolerant of the verbosity and the tortuous indecision of a New' York Times reviewer, who, poor soul, is
usually not wrestling with a static figure of· the past, as M.
Villemain was, but with a.wriggling contemporary? '
Of course, the argument up to this point has been a
kind of tu quoque argument. It has been hinted that frequently the mO$t scholarly criticism of the past ...
was wrong
in its forecasts, erring in its judgments, erected on personal
or class bias, and even indecisive; as if the mistakes of the
past were a perfect excuse for the crudities and callowness
of much present-day criticism or reviewing. Nevertheless,
the leisurely and scholarly past has made its mistakes; and
this fact ought"~to indicate that there is something·wrong'
with Mr. Carter's
assigning the weakness .of· present-day
.
criticism simply to hurry and commercial. pressure. Take
,off these two typically twentieth-century handicaps, and
still you find Dr. Johnson dispraising "Lycida's," Matthew
Arnold quarreling with Tolstoi's "naturalism," Swinburne
softening towards Tennyson after being invited to· dinner
and treated in somewhat lordly fashion. Criticism would
still have its woes if .book production were cut down to two
hundred volumes per year, publishing put into thehands of
.wealthy altruists who spurned best-sellers, and every reviewer required, as in the early days of' the North American,
Review, to expend months, instead of hours, in preparing
his commentary on a new book..
And still Mr. Carter's point is not fully answered. His
point, after· all, is that hurry and commercialism rob reviewing of its dignity, turn the.reviewer into a sort of perfervid, sensational headline writer who showers superlatives on medi'ocre work and overlooks good work and has
not time to support the snap judgments he issues. Mr. Carter might well reply that he is not pleading for perlection in
criticism, but only. for a little more dignity and learning and
caution; that he i~ not asking that the critic. be always right
~
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but only that he be consistent and that he take the time to
support his charges or his exuberant claims. With this point
of vi¢w, of course, no one can have any quarrel. One can only
insi&t that the matter isn't so important or so serious as Mr.
Carter seems to think it is. The" strange thing is that, after
all, our good work does get to the top, does get the attention
it d~serves; mediocre or passable work gets more than its
just :deserts; much poor work gets a hearing and passes on
into the oblivion it d"eserves. With all the confusion of bQ9kanneuncing and book-advertising, the same age-old inforinal
process of distillation goes on: the good comes to the top and
the poor is forgotten-with the limitation, of course, that
all that is remembered is still subject to the vagaries of the
"whirligig of taste." Time, working through the devotion
of "the passionate few," is still the only true -judge, asArnold :Bennett once pointed out.
Criticism, however, lias other functions than prophecy
and judgment. The majority of intelligent readers, indeed,
have given up that super-aesthetical notion of Anatole
'France's 'that criticism is the "adventures of a soul among"
masterpieces"; and yet such readers probably hold to the
idea' that criticism is valuable arid delightful in its own
right. Right or wrong, good or poor, as prophets and
judges, Jonson, Dryden, Coleridge, Arnold, Paul Elmer
More, and James T. Farrell are delightful and enl-ightening.
Even when casting their beams into the wrong corners they
still diffuse light all around. And so, if one takes this view
of criticism, one still has no quarrel with Mr. Carter. Perhaps he is only pleading that present-day criticism be a little
sounder so that it may be a little more enjoyable.
.
It looks as if people who are interested in books wilI
have to take a clever, pragmatic way out. "They will have to
continue looking at Herald-Tribune Books, Saturday Review
. of .Literature, and other such journals, simply to get the
book news; for, after all, even in a regional paradise, they
will want to know what is being issued" from the crumbling
citadels of metropoli~an decadence. But they shall take
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such renorting just as they take highly editorialized· news;
they will look for the little grain of factual announcement
among all the chaff of propaganda. They will do it with a
clear head, suffering under no" illusion that criticism ever
has been or ever can be judicial and definitive.· :For such
criticism as is sound, dignified, enlightening, a 'joy in itself,
but nevertheless not free ·from personalities and errors of
judgment and taste-they will look for this kind of criticism
whenever they can find it, in a few scattered remaining
places.
This whole 'discussionwould be at least more lively if
some issues were more sharply drawn. Here ar:e three. (1)
The metropolitan reviewers are not outright hirelings of the
publishers' advertising ....agents. If there is commercialization of the reviewers, it is not so direct; rather it only reflects
a subtler commercialization permeating our whole civilization. . More important, a complete freedom from commercialization would 'be no guarantee whatever against a majority of the ~ritical lapses recorded by the aforementioned
. Nation authors and by Mr. Carter. (2) There has, never·
been a critical organ or an individual critic free of personal
or social bias. The wary r-eader looks out for this bias in
everything, from the chaste essays of Mr. Paul Elmer More
to the most telegraphic "hot-cha" book announcement in
Time or Esquire. (3) RetiJ~ement into regional quiet is not
a solution to the problem. 1\.s far as literary cliques or combinations in restraint of literary dissent are concerned, the
small regional group is usually just as capable of sentimental self-congratulation or' bitter excoriation of outsiders as
is the metropolitan group. And with this added da:nger: the
regional group is easily lured from its often severe aesthetic
standards by the possibilities for advertisement"of the region
by its 'celebrities-a chamber-of-commerce attitude towards .
fame which metropolitan groups long ago overcame or
ceased to be interested in.' The growth ,of regional culture
and of regional' publishing ventures is in itself a Wholly ,.
commendable revolt against metropolitan denomination, but
f
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in itself it is no automatic $Uarantee against bias in criticism; or against the false issues of personality and group
. affili~tion in determining literary enthusiasms and dislikes.
One'ean seriously question that there is, proportionately, any
more back-slapping in the metropolitan critical press than
in th~ regional. If one wishes to achieve a severe integrity
in his judgments of contemporary literature, he will achieve
it, not by running from metropolis to desert, or vice versa,
but by exercise of much acumen
in his own study.
'
!
• DUDLEY WYNN.

University of New Mexico,:
Albuquerque, N. M.
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By PHYLLIS E. HARVEY

In fall, these desert boundaries
Reveal their gorgeous hues
Of red 'and gold and silver grey ·
And skies of azu~e blue.
No land compares with its calm peace
No temples like it~ rock.
No ancient herder ever saw
The equal of it~ flpcks.
For when the autumn time is here
The cool pure air invites
The wandering footstep to ascend
The tallest mountain heights.
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